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Why a law degree?

• Challenging – hence highly respected

• Strong  and varied employability prospects

• Develops both legal and practical skills

• Develops social and political awareness

• Enhances transferable skills identified by 
employers

• Contributes well to personal and 
professional development

• Open’s doors to multiple 
careers and opportunities!



Not convinced?



What is law?

“The system of rules a particular 
country or community 

recognises as regulating the 
actions of its members” –
dictionary definition

• Rules (the substantive law)

• Recognition (the political and legal authority)

• Social context (the reason for making the law

• Social values (factors influencing the law) Country/community



The key tool of the lawyer –

ARGUMENT!



Developing a legal argument

Focus is on:

Facts/evidence –
identification/location/selection

Inferences – rational analysis/interpretation/ 
deduction/speculation/hypothesising

Persuasion – quality of argument/quality of 
presentation

Drawing on :

• Political/social commentary or opinions

• Critiques of cases, opinions or legislation 

• Providing social or public interest reasons to support one’s 

argument



Ways of  accomplishing this

Finding
appropriate 

sources/researching

Presenting your 
argument

Interpreting and 
summarising 

sources

Organising sources 
and information

Critique and 
analysis of sources 

and issues

Synthesising 
information with 
your argument



Contrast these with some of the Qualities, 

Skills and Abilities employers are looking for

1.     Verbal and written communication: Able to express your ideas clearly and 

confidently

2. Analysing and investigating: Gather information systematically. Problem 

solving.

3. Planning and organisation: Effective activity

4. Negotiating and Persuading : Able to influence and convince others, to 

discuss and reach agreement

5. Creativity: Generates & applying new ideas & solutions 

Based on a number of surveys on the skills required by graduates undertaken by Microsoft, Target Jobs, the BBC, 

Prospects, NACE and AGR and other organisations



How you will 

Learn?

Structured learning

Guided learning

Independent learning



Example of one of my lecture 
and tutorial discussions (on 
Brexit and the law)

Political

Legal

Social

Current affairs

International

Divisive



Specific skills 

based teaching
in mock court rooms

• Communication

• Presentation

• Argumentation

• Negotiation

• Interviewing 

Possibility  to 

involve in national 

and international 

competitions in 

these skills areas



About the Qualifying Law 

Degree*

• covers the required Foundation 

of Legal Knowledge subjects:

1. Constitutional Law

2. Law of Contract

3. Criminal Law

4. EU Law

5. Law of Tort

6. Equity and Trusts

7. Land Law

*NB: Currently under review by the professional bodies for law



Courses on 1st Years

Year 1- Typical examples

Compulsory

• Contract Law

• Constitutional and Administrative Law

• Legal Method and Skills – employability 

• Criminal law



Courses on 2nd and 3rd Years

Year 2- Typical examples

Compulsory

• Land Law

• Law of Tort 

• EU Law

• Legal Research theory and Practice - employability

Optional

• Commercial Law

• Adv. Criminal Law

• Public International Law

• Criminal litigation



Year 3 Typical examples

Compulsory

• Equity and Trusts 

• Dissertation/Project/Placement

Optional

• International Human Rights 

• E-Commerce Law 

• Company Law 

• Law of Evidence 

• Family Law 

• Jurisprudence

• Medical law

• Civil litigation

See the prospectus of the 
Universities you are interested in to 
view the courses and options 
available

Courses on 2nd and 3rd Years



Typical Methods of Assessment

• Examination (2 or 3 hour dependent on module)

• Coursework

• 'Take Home' Paper

• Mooting

• Oral presentation

• Group work with individual submissions



Extra Curricula opportunities -

examples

Law Clinic Opportunity to be part of a partnership between students, 

academics and solicitors and barristers in practice locally. 

Personal Support Unit (Chelmsford)
• Opportunity to help people going to court without a lawyer (litigants in 

person) through the trial process.

• These opportunities
– Provides a public service for local people who need legal advice and representation but 

cannot afford to pay for it

– Enhances the education of students through direct experience of legal practice.



Careers –

Law opens 

doors

• Paralegal

• Publishing

• Insurance

• Revenue & Customs

• Court clerk

• Police officer

• Journalist

• Local government

• Probation service

• Barrister

• Higher Education

• Politics

• Civil service

• Prison service

• Banking

• Charitable sector

• International 

organisations

• Other professions 

where the skills and 

attributes of a law 

graduate are valued



Useful preparatory steps/find 
out more

UCAS Personal Statement – from UCAS, ‘Course tutors read personal 

statements to compare different applicants’ and personal statements allow you to ‘describe 

your ambitions, skills and experience that will make you suitable for the course’

• Visit the law courts 

• Follow leading legal arguments in the press, i.e. look at law sections in Times and Guardian. 
Listen to BBC programs such as ‘Law in Action’

• Discuss legal careers with lawyers

• Work placement/shadowing in Lawyer’s office

• Investigate and indicate special areas of law that interest you 

• Read ‘Learning the Law’ by Glanville Williams

More information on personal statement – see UCAS 
https://www.ucas.com/ucas/undergraduate/getting-started/when-apply/writing-personal-
statement

https://www.ucas.com/ucas/undergraduate/getting-started/when-apply/writing-personal-statement


Thank you!

Questions/Answers

?


